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Abstract A field study conducted to investigate the flow and turbulence structure of the
urban boundary layer (UBL) over an industrial/suburban area is described. The emphasis was
on morning and evening transition periods, but some measurements covered the entire diur-
nal cycle. The data analysis incorporated the dependence of wind direction on morphometric
parameters of the urban canopy. The measurements of heat and momentum fluxes showed the
possibility of a constant flux layer above the height z ≈ 2H , wherein the Monin-Obukhov
Similarity Theory (MOST) is valid; here H is the averaged building height. For the nocturnal
boundary layer, the mean velocity and temperature profiles obeyed classical MOST scaling
up to ∼ 0.5�(∼ 6H), where� is the Obukhov length scale, beyond which stronger stratifi-
cation may disrupt the occurrence of constant fluxes. For unstable and neutral cases, MOST
scaling described the mean data well up to the maximum measured height (∼ 6H). Available
MOST functions, however, could not describe the measured turbulence structure, indicating
the influence of additional governing parameters. Alternative turbulence parameterizations
were tested, and some were found to perform well. Calculation of integral length scales for
convective and neutral cases allowed a phenomenological description of eddy characteristics
within and above the urban canopy layer. The development of a significant nocturnal surface
inversion occurred only on certain days, for which a criterion was proposed. The nocturnal
UBL exhibited length scale relationships consistent with the evening collapse of the convec-
tive boundary layer and maintenance of buoyancy-affected turbulence overnight. The length
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and velocity scales so identified are useful in parameterizing turbulent dispersion coefficients
in different diurnal phases of the UBL.

Keywords Urban effects · Turbulence scales · Thermal stratification ·
Nocturnal boundary layer · Morphometric analyses

1 Introduction

With urban areas now accounting for more than 50 % of where the world population lives
[1], and continued rapid urbanization at a rate of 1.5 % per year, much recent focus has
been placed on understanding and managing of an urban metabolism—which deals with the
flow of material, heat, air and water; infrastructure; utilization of resources; environmental
change, and human and social dynamics [2,3]. Of critical importance in such studies is
the lowest atmospheric layer affected by the ground, known as the urban boundary layer
(UBL), which hosts a variety of ecosystems, including human activities. This is the layer
through which exchanges of heat, momentum, species and moisture between the ground
surface and atmosphere take place, which in turn determine the microclimate, dispersion of
pollutants/contaminants and hydrologic cycle. Given its complexity, the UBL is studied by
invoking processes occurring over a repertoire of scales, and interactions therein determine
the nature and evolution of the UBL. For example, the properties averaged over a suitable
urban footprint from a ‘bird’s eye view’ may provide a large (� meso) scale perspective. In
regulatory enforcement, representative microcosms within a large urban area (e.g., pollutant
or temperature hot-spots) are defined by ‘neighborhood’ scales [4]. An area encompassing a
cluster of downtown buildings is used in emergency [5,6] and city planning [7]. The flow in
a single urban street canyon is used for evaluating pedestrian comfort [8,9].

The UBL is divided into several vertically stacked layers, each selected on the basis of
dynamical characteristics and having specific length and time scales [10–12]. The layer up
to the roof heights, the urban canopy layer (UCL), develops between roughness elements,
wherein the flow is highly inhomogeneous, dependent on local urban morphometry and sen-
sitive to small-scale features within urban canyons. The roughness sub-layer (RSL) extends
from the ground up to about two to five times the height of roughness elements (i.e., building
height H ). Within the RSL the flow is three-dimensional, turbulence is inhomogeneous and
vertical diffusion is as important as horizontal advection. Upward expanding wakes of indi-
vidual buildings are felt in this layer, and due to the merging of wakes, the role of individual
buildings disappears upwards. The inertial sub-layer or constant flux layer (CFL) is above
the RSL, in which the signatures of individual building wakes and upstream conditions are
absent and turbulence is determined by the ‘averaged’ building morphology. A (perhaps mis-
leadingly called) mixed layer (ML) with varying shear stresses tops the CFL, and extends
upwards to the edge of the UBL where transition to free stream (with geostrophic flow UG )
is completed, the ground influence is lost and entrainment of free-stream air is a key feature.

Naturally, the parameterization of flow and turbulence in the UCL and RSL is a difficult
challenge, given their dependence on the details of the underlying urban surface. On the
other hand, given the perceived horizontal homogeneity and nearly constant upward turbulent
fluxes, Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) has been applied to the CFL, but the bane
has been acquiring measurements within the CFL [8] to verify the applicability of MOST.
On physical grounds, MOST functions are expected to depend on the urban roughness. Very
little information is available on the ML.
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A substantial amount of meteorological measurements have been reported in urban areas,
including large experimental programs with hundreds of investigators, observations across
multiple scales and with the deployment of extensive instrumentation. Some examples are
URBAN 2000 [13], Joint Urban 2003 [14], DAPPLE [15], UBL/CLU-ESCOMPTE [16], and
BUBBLE [17]. There are also many studies conducted by smaller groups of investigators
dealing with specific problems [8]. Informative review material on past work can be found in
Roth [11], Britter and Hanna [8], and Wood et al. [18]. The parameterization of turbulence
in the UBL has been a topic of much interest, given its importance in modeling the fate
of airborne releases and local air pollution. Most studies have been focused on the CFL,
considering the prospects of universal parameterizations based on MOST. By considering
horizontally homogeneous turbulence in the CFL determined by the momentum flux or
the friction velocity u∗ and the bulk integral scale � of turbulence at its lower boundary, a
dimensional analysis approach can be attempted to identify key parameters. Any property
P can thus be written as

P = P [u∗, �, (z − d) , qo, hu] , (1)

where qo = gw′θ ′/θ0 is the buoyancy flux (with g being the acceleration of gravity, θ0 the
reference potential temperature, andw′θ ′ the flux of temperature), hu the height of the UBL,
z the distance from the ground, and d the displacement height that accounts for the virtual
origin from which the distances are measured for the CFL, z′ = (z − d). Note that d and
� are functions of the aerodynamic roughness height (z0) of the underlying surface. The
non-dimensional form of Eq. 1 is

P∗ = P∗[z′/�, �/�, �/hu] (2)

where� = −u3∗/κq0 is the Obukhov length scale and ζ = z′/� is a stability parameter. For
�/hu � 1, assuming that eddies of size ∼ hu do not penetrate the CFL, self-similarity of
the first kind [19] yields,

P∗ = P∗
1

[
z′/�, �/�

]
. (3a)

On the other hand, when the influence of eddies of size ∼ hu are present, self-similarity of
the second kind may produce

P∗ =
(
�

hu

)m

P∗
2

[
z′

�
,

�

� (�/hu)
n

]
, (3b)

where m and n are unknown exponents. Similarly, for the neutral case (� → ∞),

P∗ = P∗
3

[
z′/�

]
, (4a)

or

P∗ =
(
�

hu

)m1

P∗
4

[
z′

�

(
�

hu

)n1
]
, (4b)

where � can be replaced by the independent length scale at the top of the RSL, z0. Although
general equations for the UBL are given by Eq. 3(a,b), it has been customary to use the form

P∗ = G∗ [
z′/�

]
, (5)

[11], and naturally, the function G∗ is expected to depend on �/� and �/hu (or hu/�), that
is on the site and the thermal stratification [20]. The observance of varying functions and
the scatter of data in previous studies, at least partly, can be attributed to this dependence.
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Table 1 shows various forms of G∗ for root mean square (rms) velocities (σi , i = u, v, w)
and the rms temperature (σT ), where T∗ = −w′θ ′/u∗, for stable (ζ > 0) and unstable
(ζ < 0) atmospheric conditions noted in previous studies (and for current data). Alternative
parameterizations are also available for specific cases. Involvement of a large number of
parameters clearly adds to the difficulty of UBL analysis.

Another unexplored issue is the formation of a stable layer near the ground at night
[12,27]. In dense urban canopies, wakes of obstructions cause strong mechanical mixing,
which, when augmented by the urban heat island (UHI), can overshadow the stabilizing
influence of cooling [28,29]. Measurements in London [18] and Rome [30], however, show
that near surface stable stratification may occur in large urban areas rather frequently.

While previous field [11], laboratory [31,32] and numerical [33] studies have made signif-
icant advances, substantial knowledge gaps exist on flow and turbulence in urban canopies.
Some of the overarching issues are:

• Is there a CFL and is it horizontally homogeneous? What are the velocity and temperature
profiles in various layers of the UBL?

• Can MOST work well over urban areas, and what are its limitations?
• Are the varying MOST functions at different locations a result of z0 and hu dependence?
• How do available alternative (to MOST) turbulence parameterizations perform for the

UBL?
• When a stably stratified flow approaches a roughness canopy, how do the competing

effects of mechanical turbulence and buoyancy sway the structure of the UBL?
• Can a stably stratified boundary layer develop near the surface of built up areas? What

is its structure and what are the scales of turbulence?
• What is the scale of the UBL under different stability conditions, and what is the role of

the so-called ML in effacing the ground effects at greater heights?

The data from a field study conducted in the Hermoso Park neighborhood of Southwest
Phoenix during Nov/Dec 2009 were employed to address the above questions. The site is
made up of mixed urban-industrial land use, and heightened health problems of local residents
were a driving factor of the field study. It has been argued that anomalous airborne particulate
matter (PM) concentration in the area, both due to local re-entrainment and transport from
elsewhere, may be responsible for the health woes. This PM is further contaminated by small
concentrations of lead particles in the soil, deposited from past (1991, 2000) fires at two
local circuit board manufacturing facilities. Since PM is re-entrained by turbulence, flow and
surface turbulence in the area (as well as in urban canopies in general) were of prime interest,
and are the theme of this paper.

Phoenix is located in complex terrain, and hence, is characterized by up-valley (daytime)
and down-valley (nighttime) winds [2,34]. Two towers were used, each instrumented with
three sonic anemometers, and depending on the wind direction and stability conditions, they
were representative of different layers of the UBL. Because of the non-uniformity of the
urban area, the urban morphological parameters used in the analysis were different for differ-
ent approach directions of wind. Measurements were recorded over the diurnal cycle, with
tethered balloon launches in the early evening (1400–2000 LST) and morning (0500–1100
LST) whence the PM concentrations are highest due to weak flow during evening/morning
transition periods.

The detailed experimental procedure is given in Sect. 2, including the evaluation of mor-
phometric parameters. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present overall diurnal meteorological and tur-
bulence fields over a selected design period, which characterize the overall experiment.
Section 3.3 deals with the measurement of turbulence, focusing on the parameterization of
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Fig. 1 Topography surrounding the Phoenix area, with high terrain to the east. The green dot indicates the
locality of the Hermoso Park neighborhood

rms velocities and length scales. Section 3.4 discusses the conditions for the generation of
stratification in the lower UBL, the length scales of the UBL and those used in stably strati-
fied turbulence studies, and estimates of the stable UBL height. The paper concludes with a
summary of findings in Sect. 4.

2 Experimental design and site characteristics

2.1 Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows a view of the Phoenix area confined by surrounding mountain ranges, with
high mountains to the east dominating the thermal circulation. The Hermoso Park neighbor-
hood, the area of interest, is enlarged in Fig. 2, showing the details of building morphometry.
The study area was sanctioned by the State of Arizona, in need of information on air
pollution and dispersion for decision making. The observation sites included the South-
west Airlines Reservation Center (designated by ‘SWA’) parking lot (2320 E Jones St,
Phoenix; 33◦24′41′′ N, 112◦01′54′′ W) and HD Supply Waterworks (3622 S 30th St, Phoenix;
33◦24′51′′ N, 112◦01′04′′ W) designated by ‘HD’. The two sites were separated by ≈ 1.5
km. In the absence of synoptic influence, the nocturnal (down-valley) flow is easterly and
the daytime (up-valley) flow is westerly [2].
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Fig. 2 The morphometry of the study area, with building heights indicated in the lower right hand corner.
Up- and down-valley flow directions are also shown

2.1.1 SWA site

At this site, a tethered balloon, a SODAR/RASS and a 14-m meteorological tower were
deployed. A 9 m3 Väisälä tethered balloon, equipped with a meteorological tethersonde
TTS111, was used for vertical profiling of air temperature (resolution 0.1◦C), relative humid-
ity (1 %), atmospheric pressure (0.1 hPa), wind speed (0.1 ms−1) and wind direction (1◦)
from the ground up to 60 m, a limit set by Federal Aviation Administration air traffic control
because of the proximity of the site to the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. Vertical profiles were
measured every 10 min from ∼ 0500 LST to 1100 LST to capture the morning transition,
and from ∼ 1400 LST to 2000 LST to observe the evening transition.

A Scintec MFAS SODAR acoustic wind profiler, installed with a RAE-1 radio acoustic
sounding system (RASS) extension for temperature profiles, was used for measurements
from 50 m upward (resolution ∼ 15 m), the maximum height being determined by instru-
ment noise. Mounted on the 14-m tower were two temperature and relative humidity probes
(Campbell Scientific CS500) at 6.8 and 12.1 m above the ground level (agl), sampled at 5
Hz, and a net radiometer [Kipp & Zonen CNR1, sensitivity 5–18 µV (Wm−2)−1, response
time 18 s, accuracy ± 10 %] located at 10.1 m agl. The radiometer measured the incom-
ing/outgoing short wave radiation and incoming/outgoing long wave radiation at 5 Hz, from
which the net radiation could be calculated. Three 3D sonic anemometers (R.M. Young
81000) were placed at 2.9, 10.2 and 14.7 m agl to measure the u, v, w velocities (resolution
and accuracy: 0.01 and ±0.05 ms−1) and virtual air temperature, Tv (resolution and accuracy:
0.01 and ±2◦C) at 20 Hz. A Campbell Scientific CR5000 data logger stored all tower data at
the site.
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2.1.2 HD site

This site also had a 14-m tower with two thermistors and relative humidity sensors mounted at
6.9 and 12.2 m agl, and three sonic anemometers (Campbell Scientific CSAT3; R.M. Young
81000) at 3.0, 10.3 and 14.6 m. All data were stored in a CR3000 data logger. Also placed at a
nearby location was a Väisälä CL31 ceilometer, which can detect multiple cloud layers in the
atmosphere up to several kilometers. The height of the convective boundary layer could be
estimated by post-processing of data using standard algorithms provided with the instrument.

2.2 Morphological parameters

Given the locational dependence of Eq. 5, a detailed investigation of site morphology was
required prior to any flow analyses. The morphology analysis provided, with an adequate
degree of accuracy for full-scale conditions, relevant parameters required for interpreting
the results. The study area varied from bare land with sparse urban development directly
north of each site to a residential and industrial neighborhood to the south of the sites, with
the fully-developed urban settlement of the city of Phoenix located a few kilometers north-
west. For the analysis, the study area was subdivided into two main sectors, considering that
surface roughness characteristics approaching from the west and east are different. Using
three-dimensional digital building data, known as urban digital elevation models (DEMs),
the methodology described in Di Sabatino et al. [35] was used to calculate relevant flow
parameters.

The methodology consists of two parts: direct building data analysis and calculation
of synthetic morphometric parameters using MATLAB based algorithms. Urban DEMs,
typically produced in a CAD© format, are transformed into a gray-scale image (raster format)
in which each pixel has a color value that is proportional to the building height. Image
processing techniques are then used to calculate the morphometric parameters (see Ratti et al.
[36] for a review), namely the effective building height H , frontal area density λ f and
planar area density λp; these were used to estimate z0 and d . Two different DEMs, each
encompassing a set of buildings surrounding a site, were analyzed separately for the two
main flow directions of interest (270 ± 22.5◦ for westerly winds and 90 ± 22.5◦ for easterly
winds). The radii for the sites were selected to be greater than the adjustment length scale
(Sect. 2.3). The ±22.5◦ arcs used for the calculations of H, λ f , and λp are shown in Fig. 2,
and z0 and d were estimated using the formulae of Macdonald et al. [37]:

d

H
= 1 + (

λp − 1
)
α−λp (6)

z0

H
=

[
1 − d

H

]
exp

{

−
[

0.5βCDλ f

κ2

(
1 − d

H

)]−0.5
}

, (7)

with α = 4.43, β = 1.0, κ = 0.4 (the von Karman constant), and drag coefficient CD ∼ 1.
This methodology is known to give better estimates than other geometric-based parameteri-
zations [38]. Table 2 reports building statistics and related morphometric parameters for the
two sites, based on two wind directions.

Table 2 suggests that the roughness canopy in point is rather sparse. According to the
specifications of Grimmond and Oke [39], z0/H and d/H , as functions of λp and λ f , in
general fall in the category of suburban areas. Accordingly, for westerly flow, both sites
are in the wake interference regime, and for easterly flow both are in the isolated roughness
regime. Although z0/H and d/H are calculated from λp and λ f rather than profile mea-
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Table 2 Morphological
parameters calculated based on
DEM analyses

Westerly flow (daytime) Easterly flow (nighttime)

SWA site

H(m) 9.62 4.61

λ f 0.05 0.02

λp 0.23 0.05

d(m) 4.33 0.52

z0(m) 0.18 0.03

z0/H 0.02 0.01

d/H 0.45 0.11

HD site

H(m) 3.54 13.13

λ f 0.03 0.02

λp 0.19 0.09

d(m) 1.37 2.77

z0(m) 0.04 0.14

z0/H 0.01 0.01

d/H 0.39 0.21

surements, the ratios obtained are broadly consistent with Britter and Hanna [8], where for
λ f < 0.15, z0/H = λ f and d/H = a0λ f , with a0 = 3 for large planar area densities λp .
For the present data, a0 = 10, which may account for the smaller λp of the sites.

2.3 Adjustment length scale

The distance required for the flow to reach equilibrium upon change of surface roughness
(e.g., encountering an urban area) can be evaluated as [40]

Lc = 2 (1 − βs) H

CDλ f
, (8)

whereβs is the solid fraction of the buildings. Using the characteristic values CD =1, βs ≈λp

(sparse), the adjustment lengths for westerly and easterly flows are 300 and 440 m for SWA
and 190 and 1,200 m for HD, respectively. Therefore, the locations of the measurement sites
are considered as representative of the neighborhood, given that flows arriving at the sites
are fully adjusted to local morphological features.

3 Results

3.1 General observations

The generic local flow behavior at the two sites was investigated based on 20 min averages of
sonic data at the same level. The averaging period was selected based on several factors: the
nonstationary nature of turbulence during transition periods, averaging periods greater than
the integral time scales [41], and the timescales of forcing variability. Figure 3 shows averaged
mean flow U , wind direction, air temperature T , sensible heat flux Qh = ρC pw′θ ′, where
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Fig. 3 Twenty minute averaged meteorological and fluid dynamics relevant variables for each site on Dec
1–3, 2009 based on measurements at 14.7 m (SWA site) and 14.6 m (HD site). Balloon data were also used
for calculation of L O/Lb , see the text for details

ρ is the density and C p the specific heat of air; turbulent kinetic energy (TKE); convective

velocity scale w∗ = (
qohc

u

)1/3 (where hc
u is the boundary layer height during convective

periods); friction velocity u∗ =
[(

u′w′
)2 +

(
v′w′

)2
]1/2

; and the ratio of the Ozmidov

and buoyancy length scales L O/Lb (see Sect. 3.4) based on measurements at 14.7 and 14.6
m for the SWA and HD sites, respectively. The three design days were selected based on
the dominance of local thermal circulation, as evident from repeated diurnal patterns of up-
valley (westerly) and down-valley (easterly) flows (i.e., low synoptic activity). In general,
both sites recorded similar mean flow, wind direction, air temperature and sensible heat flux
characteristics, except for some isolated strong fluctuations that could be attributed to local
wind gusts. The TKE at the HD site was noticeably high, especially during the night, probably
due to high roughness (0.14 vs. 0.03 m at SWA; Table 2) encountered by the nocturnal flow;
associated intense turbulence is also reflected from higher u∗ values. At night, because of
the stable stratification of approach flow to the urban canopy, the difference in u∗ is reflected
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Fig. 4 Non-dimensional averaged velocity and temperature profiles during a, c stable, and b, d unstable
periods for the SWA site, where filled and open circles represent measurements within and above the UCL,
respectively. The inset shows the same measurements with different scaling variables for comparisons with
the UCL formulation in Eq. 10. The error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean

only mildly on the mean flow, given that vertical propagation of momentum fluxes is impeded
by stable stratification. Then the mean flow is mostly determined by pressure gradients and
averaged surface shear stresses, and detailed stress distribution in the UBL plays a lesser role
in determining the mesoscale flow.

Thew∗ values at both sites are approximately the same, a reflection of similar heat fluxes.
The evening transition usually occurs about a half to 1 h after the heat flux becomes negative,
but when the daytime heat flux and upslope flow velocities are high or the cooling flux
and stable stratification is stronger, it can be delayed by up to three hours (e.g., Dec 3), a
phenomenon that has been attributed to the inertia of the upslope flow and its disconnection
from the stable near-surface layer [42]. When the evening transition is sharp, it is associated
with a brief increase of turbulence levels (Dec 1, 3), due to formation of a transition front,
as described by Hunt et al. [43]. Even after transition, sporadic increases of turbulence are
possible due to arrival of intrusive fronts from different directions [44,45]. The morning
transition in all cases occurred toward midday.
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3.2 Mean velocity and temperature profiles

The balloon data were used to obtain vertical profiles of mean velocity U and potential
temperature θ for stable (a, c) and unstable (b, d) periods at the SWA site (Fig. 4). The profiles
were selected from Dec 1, 2 and 3, and were categorized into ‘stability classes’ according
to the background averaged Brunt–Väisälä (buoyancy) frequency N 2 = (g/θ0) (∂θ/∂z)
between 30 and 50 m. For N 2 > 0.001s−2 the flow was considered stable, for N 2 <

−0.001s−2 unstable, and for −0.001s−2 < N 2 < 0.001s−2 neutral. For both nocturnal and
daytime periods, this N 2 corresponded to that of the CFL (z/H > 2), and therefore is not
directly affected by surface inhomogeneity. Figure 4 displays an average of individual profiles
for each stability class, plotted as a function of the non-dimensional effective height z′/ |�|
based on the balloon data. The scaling parameter � was selected to illustrate the regions of
different dynamical characteristics (e.g., shear dominated at z < � and buoyancy dominated
for z > �) and to validate MOST. The right ordinate shows an alternative normalization
z/H . The error bars refer to one standard deviation from the mean values. The friction
velocity u∗ and the temperature scale T∗ were calculated based on the 14.7 m sonic, which
is representative of CFL. For completeness, Fig. 5 shows a vertically extended plot (up to ∼
150 m agl) to illustrate the consistency of SODAR/RASS and tethered balloon profiles.

Shown in Fig. 4 are the vertical profiles predicted by MOST, which is strictly valid in the
CFL z � 2H (see Sect. 3.3.1). We have used the canonical profiles [46],

u (z) = u∗
κ

ln

(
z′

z0

)
(9a)

for neutral,

u (z) = u∗
κ

[
ln

(
z′

z0

)
− 5

z

�

]
(9b)

for stable, and

u (z) = u∗
κ

[
ln

(
z′

z0

)
− ψm

]
(9c)

for unstable cases, where ψm is the integral of
(
1 − (1 + 16 |ζ |)−1/4) /ζ . During stable

periods (Fig. 4a, c), the data accord with Eq. 9b well up to ∼ �/2 (2H � z � 6H) and
clearly deviate for z′ � 0.6 |�|, where z0 and d are from Table 2.

In the stable boundary layer, mechanical turbulence dominates to a height on the order
�, and this limiting height may be identified as � ≈ (0.5 − 0.6)�. For z > �, the flow is
buoyancy dominated, including strong internal waves (see the lidar observations of Wang et
al. [47] for the SBL over Oklahoma City). This aspect can be further studied by calculating

relevant length scales of stratified turbulence, such as the Ozmidov [L0 = (
ε/N 3

)1/2] and
buoyancy [Lb = σw/N ] length scales; here ε is the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy and σw is the vertical rms velocity. They represent the vertical scale where the buoy-
ancy starts strongly influencing turbulence [48]. According to laboratory studies [49,50],
the vertical scale of a fully turbulent region generated mechanically in a backdrop of stable
stratification and shear, analogous to the lower UBL, is given by h p ≈ 3Lb (and this scaling
also holds true even for shear-free turbulence [51]). Beyond this height, turbulence is strongly
damped by buoyancy effects, essentially disconnecting different horizontal layers stacked up
vertically. Ensuing failure of MOST can be estimated by inspecting profiles of Fig. 4, and this
occurs at a height z′/� ∼ 0.6 which corresponds to z ∼ 30 m, consistent with Lb ≈10 m.
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Fig. 5 Individual velocity and temperature profiles (single realizations) during stable and unstable periods at
the SWA site. Filled circles are sodar data, and open circles are from the tethered balloon

Beyond 3Lb the fluxes are damped by stratification, and u∗ is not a suitable scale (also see
Sect. 3.4).

Conversely, in the convective regime, ground information first propagates upward by
mechanical and then by convective turbulence. Hence, MOST is expected to be valid over
much larger vertical extents (� 60m), as evident from Fig. 4b, d.

Neutral conditions last only for a short duration, usually during transition periods. Corre-
sponding data from the morning transition with prevalent downslope flow is shown in Fig. 6,
with Eq. 9c fitted over 2 < z/H < 11. The existence of a logarithmic layer is indicated,
which allows calculation of profile-based roughness height z0p ≈ 0.12 m, which is about
four times that computed via DEM (z0 ≈ 0.03m). Note that z0 calculated from the DEM
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 4, but during
neutral periods for the SWA site

considered buildings in the sector 90◦ ± 22.5◦, but additional features such as trees and
larger buildings outside the sector may increase the roughness, which may partly account for
the disparity. SODAR data (not shown) displayed deviations from the logarithmic profiles
beyond z ≈ 18H , which can be considered as the top of the CFL for the neutral case.

Obviously MOST is inapplicable in the UCL, and to this end Macdonald [31] has extended
the mixing length formulation of Cionco [52] developed for plant canopies to urban canopies.
For lower packing densities, λ f < 0.35, it was proposed

U (z) = UH exp [a (z/H − 1)] , (10)

where z is the vertical height from the ground and UH the mean velocity at z = H . For a
simple cubicle array, Macdonald proposed a = aM = 9.6λ f . While only a few data points
are available, Eq. 10 could be evaluated for the UCL using balloon data, and the resulting
velocity profiles with a selected from the best fit to the data are shown in the insets of Fig. 4.

For stable cases, the actual velocity profiles are almost linear with α � 1, compared to
aM = 9.6λ f = 0.19. This deviation is not unexpected because stable stratification tends
to decouple lower air layers from the ground, thus making z dependence weaker and caus-
ing assumptions underlying Eq. 10, such as constant mixing length, invalid. Low Reynolds
stresses at z < H support this argument (Fig. 7). Interestingly, subdued friction causes mean
velocity in the UCL to be slightly higher than that in the RSL. In all, Eq. 10 is not suitable
for the stable UCL of sparse urban canopies.

Encouraging results were found for the convective case where Eq. 10 has better applicabil-
ity; a = 0.55 (Fig. 4b), which is in good agreement with aM = 9.6λ f = 0.48. For the neutral
case (Fig. 6), the best fit a = 0.5 compared only modestly with the calculated aM = 0.9.
Recalling that Macdonald’s [31] formula was obtained for cubicle obstacles, this disparity
is not unexpected. Overall, the use of Eq. 10 for practical applications for convective and
neutral cases is broadly supported by our data.

In engineering practice, for example in wind power generation or dispersion calcula-
tions, the mean profiles in the UBL are approximated by a power law (e.g., Karlsson [53],
Macdonald [31]),
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Fig. 7 Averaged turbulent intensity and flux profiles derived from the sonic anemometers at SWA site (filled
symbols) and HD site (open symbols) during stable (triangle), neutral (square), and unstable (circle) periods

U (z)

UH
=

( z

H

)p
, (11)

where p is a power law index that depends on the atmospheric stability [54]. Macdonald [31]
fit laboratory data for z � 2H and obtained p = 0.26 for the neutral case. For the present
data taken at z > 2H, p = 0.15 for the neutral case, p = 0.07 for the unstable case, and
p = 0.39 for the stable case. This accords with Pérez et al. [54], who found p < 0.2 for
daytime, but slightly differs from their nocturnal case where p � 0.5.
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Fig. 8 Thirty minute averages of the normalized characteristic rms velocity versus stability parameter z′/�.
Only the upper sonic from each site is shown

3.3 Turbulence

3.3.1 Variance of turbulent velocities and turbulent fluxes

Figure 7a, b shows the measured normalized rms horizontal (σu) and vertical (σw) velocities
as a function of the dimensionless height. The fluxes of momentum and heat are shown in
Fig. 7c, d. In each case, the normalized rms velocities do not appear to change substantially
with height for z/H > 1, but their magnitudes depend on the stability regime (recall that H
depends on the site and flow direction; Table 2). Larger λp and λ f values for SWA and HD
for westerly flow, augmented by convection, give higher rms velocities during the daytime.
In the stable and neutral regimes, rms values tend to be smaller, in part due to low λp and λ f .

The Reynolds stress and heat flux distributions are noteworthy, which tend to be constant
for z > 2H for all cases, although more data would have helped arriving at more definitive
conclusions (here the heat flux is not scaled, given the misleadingly small normalized values).
This suggests a CFL amenable for MOST formulation. Thus, for profiles in Fig. 4, we have
used fluxes measured by the top sonic for MOST evaluations, but at times, depending on H ,
the achievable z/H did not extend to the CFL.

Previous studies in Washington DC and New York City have shown that, in the skimming
flow regime, turbulent intensities within the UCL are low, given the lack of penetration of
mean flow into the UCL [55]. In contrast, the building canopy in the present case is sparse
and belongs to the isolated roughness/wake interference regime, and the turbulent flow aloft
communicates well with the UCL, thus elevating turbulence levels in the latter. The vertical
distribution of turbulent intensities is further discussed below in the context of MOST and
other parameterizations.

3.3.2 Applicability of MOST

For comparison with MOST, the u-component of rms velocity data, σu , from the topmost
sonics were divided into 30-min segments and then bin averaged. The data for different
stability classes were selected as follows: unstable when ζ ≤ −0.1, stable when ζ ≥ 0.1.
In the data presented, the approach velocity to the canopy is ≥2 m/s. The MOST functions
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Table 3 Turbulence parameterizations

Authors Parameterization Conditions

Hanna and Britter [56] σu/u∗ = 2.4; σv/u∗ = 1.9; σw/u∗ = 1.3 Neutral

André et al. [57] σA =
(

1.75u2∗ + w2∗
)1/2

Convective

Deardorff [58] σD =
(
w3∗ + η3u3∗

)1/3
, η = 1.8 Convective

Clarke et al. [59] σC = Cu

(
w3∗ + u3∗λmax/ (κz)

)1/3
,Cu ≈ 0.4 − 0.6 Convective, λmax

is the energy
containing wave
length

derived are given in Table 1 and the data are plotted in Fig. 8, together with some of the
previously reported parameterizations that have semblance to the functions obtained in our
work. Referencing Table 2, for the unstable case, the top sonics at HD and SWA are at z =4
H and z = 1.5 H, respectively, and for the stable case, they are at z = 1.9 H and z = 3.2 H.
In both cases, the data from the two sites collapse reasonably well with u∗, pointing to the
usefulness of MOST (thus giving credence to underlying assumptions). The present data is
closest to Moraes et al. [24], who considered data from above a rice plantation in a valley. All
seem to converge to a constant neutral value σu/u∗ ≈ 2.2, which is similar to that reported
in numerous studies [8,56]. Overall, the disparity between the MOST functions in Table 1
points to the non-universality of MOST when applied to the UBL, consistent with the notion
of site dependence of G∗ in Eq. 5.

3.3.3 Alternative parameterizations for convective turbulence

Alternative parameterizations may be sought for scaling turbulence statistics of the UBL.
Table 3 presents parameterizations proposed by André et al. [57] for convective boundary
layers (σA), Deardorff [58] for oceanic boundary layers (σD), and that by Clarke et al. [59]
for urban boundary layers (σC ). They all utilize a composite of mechanical and buoyancy
production of turbulence, represented by the friction and convective velocities, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the composite rms velocity σ = √
T K E scaled by the André et al. [57]

parameterization σA as a function of the stability parameter ζ for unstable cases; the results
for the upper sonic are shown. It appears that σ/σA is a constant (≈ 0.8) for unstable cases
with an excellent collapse of data. When σ is scaled with σD , a collapse similar to that in
Fig. 9 was obtained (not shown). A combination of friction and convective velocities appears
to be a useful parameterization for convective periods, arguably better than the utility of
MOST shown in Fig. 8a. The bane, however, is the necessity of hc

u in the former.
The Clarke et al. [59] parameterization also produced a good correlation with the rms

velocity σu (Fig. 10) when plotted for the most vigorous convective period (1230–1700
LST). Here the energy containing wavelength,λmax , was obtained by calculating longitudinal
velocity spectrum for 5 min segments, averaging over a total length of 30 min, and locating
the wavelength at the spectral peak. Clarke et al. [59] found Cu ≈0.4–0.6, but it was noted
to be a weak function of urban morphology. The current data has a fit of Cu ≈ 0.68, which
is close to the range previously found, and the variation can be attributed to morphological
differences between the cases.
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Fig. 9 The composite rms
velocity normalized by the André
et al. [57] velocity scale as a
function of stability parameter
z′/�

Fig. 10 Thirty minute averages
of the u-component of rms
velocity against the velocity scale
given by Clarke et al. [59]

To summarize, the rms velocities during the convective period are shown in Fig. 11, with
normalization by u∗, w∗, σA, and σC . For consistency, σ has been used in all plots. It is
evident that u∗ does not collapse the data from the two sites, but w∗, σA, (σD) and σC are
better scaling parameters. During strong convective periods, σ = 0.68σC , σ = 0.8σA, and
σ = 0.8σD (not shown) are good representations. Because the performance of σA, σD , and
σC are so similar, provided that hc

u is measured, it may be preferred to use σA or σD , as they
do not require calculation of the spectrum.

3.3.4 Integral length scales

Turbulent length scales are central to evaluating eddy diffusivities of the UBL [40]. The
integral scales based on u, v, and w components (Lx

uu, Lx
vv, Lx

ww) of anisotropic turbu-
lence were calculated based on autocorrelation functions, and Taylor’s hypothesis [46] was
employed to relate temporal measurements to the streamwise spatial coordinate (x); for
example, Lx

uu = ū ∫∞
0 u′(t)u′(t + ξ)/σ 2

u dξ , where ξ is the time lag with respect to t . Note,
however, the limitations of Taylor’s hypothesis, which requires σu/U < (5–10) %, but nat-
urally for urban flows (σu/U ) is much larger. The Taylor hypothesis assumes persistence
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Fig. 11 Thirty minute averages of the normalized composite rms velocity σ = √
T K E using the different

scaling variables as specified in the text on Dec 1–3, 2009 for the two sites

of eddy structures as they sweep past a stationary probe, and only the large structures are
expected to behave accordingly at high turbulent intensities; specifically, scales larger than
the measurement height may show ‘frozen’ behavior [60]. For the present case, while Lx

uu
is mainly contributed to by such low-frequency, large eddies, Lx

ww is as much contributed
to by smaller eddies of size equal to or smaller than the height of measurement; hence, the
latter is more prone to error.

Figure 12 shows the variations of Lx
uu, Lx

vv and Lx
ww with z/H during convective and

neutral periods. On physical grounds, one may expect Lx
uu and Lx

vv to have similarities, but
because of the blocking influence of the ground Lx

ww is expected to differ, which is evident
from Fig. 12. For convenience of interpretation, the expected forms of eddies contributing to
the length scales are schematized in Fig. 13, which is a simplified two-dimensional rendition
of the UBL of depth hu .

In sparse canopies, near the ground (typically z < 0.3hu), the w component is dominated
by eddies of size ∼ z, which are (unblocked) isotropic eddies at height z [61]. The horizontal
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Fig. 12 Variation of the horizontal length scales with the dimensionless height during convective and neutral
periods. The line shown is the best fit for the vertical length scales, showing a linear relationship, Lx

ww ≈ 0.83z

Fig. 13 Proposed schematic of expected forms of integral length scales for the UBL. Definition of acronyms
are given in the text

scales, however, are dominated by larger eddies penetrating downward within close proximity
of the ground, while being affected by horizontal spacing of the buildings L R . This is the
situation at A within the UCL in Fig. 13. Further up, at B and C, the same applies to the w
component, but the horizontal components are less affected by the roughness elements, and
hence, scale with hu .
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Fig. 14 The variation of Lx
uu

and Lx
vv (normalized by λ−1.8

p )
with H , according to Eq. 12. The
solid line shows the best fit for
Lx

uu and the dotted line is for Lx
vv

On the other hand, within the UCL of dense canopies, the width of the urban canyon
severely limits the size of eddies. As before, for z < W , the rms vertical velocity is dominated
by isotropic eddies of size � z whilst the horizontal velocity is dominated by eddies of size
∼ W . For z > W , isotropic motions are determined by recirculating eddies of size ∼ W , not
by ∼ z, and the length scale W remains important up to z ∼ H .

The data of Fig. 12 are consistent with the scenario described above for sparse canopies.
The Lx

ww component increases proportionately to z, Lx
ww ≈ 0.83z. Near the ground, Lx

uu
and Lx

vv are somewhat higher (∼ L R) than Lx
ww, but in the RSL and CFL there is a rapid

increase of Lx
uu and Lx

vv , perhaps approaching the order of the UBL thickness hu . Based on
ceilometer measurements during convection hc

u ≈ 900 m, and therefore the integral scale
above the UCL can be represented as Lx

uu ∼ Lx
vv ≈ (0.03 − 0.06) hc

u . Fernando et al. [29]
argued that for the neutral case in the CFL and upper part of the RSL, the normalized turbulent
quantities should be a function of the planar area density λp , and in the UCL and RSL, they
should additionally depend on parameters such as the frontal area density λ f and frontal
solidarity λ f s . Thus, for the non-neutral case in the CFL and upper RSL, the length scales
Lx

uu and Lx
vv can be represented as

Lx
uu

H
∼ Lx

vv

H
∼ F

(
λp, stabili t y

) ∼ λn
p�(stabili t y) , (12)

where the stability of the function� is specified using an appropriate parameter such as z′/�
and/or hu/�. Note that Lx

ww is excluded, because of its sole dependence on z. Figure 14 shows
the dependence of

(
Lx

uu, Lx
vv

)
/λn

p on H for data taken in the RSL and CFL (upper two sonics)
under neutral conditions, for which � is a constant; a good agreement with Eq. 12 could be
seen for n = −1.8, and the best fits are Lx

uu/λ
n
p = 3 × 10−2 H (solid line in Fig. 14) and

Lx
vv/λ

n
p = 2.4 × 10−2 H (dotted line). Because of the limited availability of data and the

dependence on multiple parameters, the stable and unstable cases are not discussed here.

3.4 Nocturnal urban boundary layer

The nocturnal boundary layer is one of the least understood forms of the atmospheric bound-
ary layer [27], and previous studies suggest that either stable or unstable stratification may
prevail in urban areas at night. During evening transition, convective turbulence decays, thus
lowering the overall turbulent intensity, leaving shear induced (mechanical) turbulence and
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Fig. 15 Individual vertical profiles of potential temperature during the development of stable stratification

UHI as contributors to σw. In sparse building canopies the UHI is negligible and when the
winds are low, the mechanical turbulence is weak, all providing conditions for stable strati-
fication. This is evident from TKE measurements during the evening transition of Dec 1 and
2 in Fig. 3. The development of stratification, turbulence within this stratified layer, and the
height to which ground influence propagates (nocturnal UBL height) are discussed below.

3.4.1 Development of surface stable stratification

The formation of surface stratification in the UBL can be discussed by considering the
opposing influences of ground cooling and mechanical turbulence. If the cooling buoyancy
flux is |q0|, then a stable layer of thickness δs can be generated by a balance between the shear
production and (negative) buoyancy flux, |q0| ∼ σ 3

w/δs , or δs = csσ
3
w/ |q0|; the thickness

scale here has similarities to that of MOST but with a different velocity scale. In the oceanic
context, Kitaigorodskii [62] proposed cs ≈ 2, and Hopfinger and Linden [63] noted, based
on laboratory experiments, cs ≈ 2 − 7 (also see the numerical experiments of Noh and
Fernando [64]). In urban canopies, for the stable layer to develop in the UCL, δs < H , or
cs < H |q0| /σ 3

w. In selecting H , it was assumed that if the stratification does not develop
near the ground, the possibility of developing it in the lower atmosphere is very low, given
enhanced turbulence at the top of the UCL due to shear-layer separation. Note that smaller
|q0| and larger σ 3

w do not facilitate surface stratification.
Figure 15 shows the balloon profiles for the three design days, for which the magnitudes

of H |q0| /σ 3
w are ≈ 5, 2, and 0.2 for Dec 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The development of stable

stratification can be clearly seen on Dec 1 and 2, but no indications of such could be seen
on Dec 3. Here σw and q0 values were obtained from sonics located in the CFL. Based on
those observations, the range for the stable criterion is cs ≈ 0.2 (no stratification) to 2 (with
stratification). Taken together with the laboratory and oceanic results discussed above, cs ≈ 2
is a reasonable value.

3.4.2 Turbulence in the stratified layer

Gibson [65] argued that stratification impedes the growth of turbulence when the vertical
inertia forces of energy containing eddies of size Lv (i.e., σ 2

w/Lv) become the same order
as their characteristic buoyancy forces (N 2 Lv). This yields the limiting vertical length scale
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Fig. 16 Daily pattern of the ratio of Ozmidov length scale to buoyancy length scale. Only the upper sonic
from each site is shown. (Data shown are during times the balloon was operated)

of stratified turbulence as Lv ∼ Lb, where Lb = σw/N is the buoyancy length scale.
If the stratification is unimportant, σ 2

w/Lv � N 2 Lv or Lv < Lb. Using the parameterization
for high Reynolds number turbulence, ε ∼ σ 3

w/Lv [66], the latter condition becomes Lv <(
ε/N 3

)1/2
, where L O = (

ε/N 3
)1/2

is the Ozmidov scale [65,48]. Thus, at the onset of
evening cooling, one may expect L O > Lv and Lb > Lv , but as the turbulence evolves
and is affected by stratification, L O/Lb → constant . For typical early morning values
of σw ≈ 0.2m/s and N ≈ 0.02s−1, Lb = σw/N = 10m. Laboratory studies show that
the thickness of the layer with three-dimensional turbulence is h p = 3σw/N , when the
background gradient Richardson number Rig = N 2/ (dU/dz)2 > 1 [49,50]. For Rig < 1,
the three-dimensional turbulent region can propagate much further at the expense of energy
derived from shear.

The ratio of L O/Lb in the CFL is shown in Fig. 16. A clear decreasing trend during
the evening transition could be observed, with L O/Lb → 1.2 ± 0.2 after sunset, indicating
sustained buoyancy affected turbulence into the night. Even the data on Dec 3, with no surface
inversion but with weak stratification aloft, broadly followed this behavior. Since balloon
profiles were halted during 2000 to 0500 LST, data for N are missing during this period,
but indications are that L O/Lb ≈ 1.2 prevails until the early morning. Here ε was evaluated
by fitting the Kolmogorov spectral form to the measurements, E (κ) = ακε

2/3κ−5/3, with
ακ = 0.5. The variation of L O/Lb is consistent with the discussion above on how turbulent
eddies are suppressed as stratification evolves [48], contributed to by the decay of convective
turbulence due to waning heat flux and the increase of stable density gradient with progressive
cooling. Once the stratification sets up, the vertical scale of turbulence near the ground is
expected to be the lesser of z and 3Lb.

3.4.3 Height of the stratified UBL

The stable UBL thickness hs
u is defined as the height to which the ground influence propagates

(Fig. 13). Overall, the outer flow (UG) at z > hs
u is driven by large-scale pressure gradients,

which is balanced by the ground shear stress (u2∗), which is transmitted through the UBL. The
properties of the stratified UBL depend on external parameters such as the Coriolis parameter
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Table 4 Stable boundary layer height parameterizations

Authors hs
u Current data (m)

Pollard et al. [70] = 1.7 u∗
( f N )1/2

≈ 170

Zilitinkevich [71], Businger and Arya [72] = C
(
κu∗�

f

)1/2
,C ∼ 1 ≈ 200

Yu [73] =
(

1
30� + f

0.35u∗
)−1 ≈ 450

Nieuwstadt [74] = �
[

0.3u∗/ f�
1+1.9hs

u/L

]
≈ 110

Zilitinkevich et al. [75] = 0.4 u∗
f

[
1 + 0.42u∗(1+0.25�N/u∗)

0.752 f�

]−1/2
≈ 125

f and N , and especially in the upper part of the UBL, f can influence the mean flow and
perhaps turbulence. For instance, in the surface layer of intense turbulence (up to the CFL),
the Rossby numbers are u∗/ f L R ∼ 10 and u∗/ f H ∼ 200, and thus, Coriolis effects are
unimportant (based on u∗ ∼ 0.2 m/s, L R ∼ 200 m, H ∼ 10 m). In the ML, if σ ∼ 0.1 m/s,
the horizontal scale of eddies is L H ∼ 1 km, and f ∼ 10−4s−1, then σ/ f L H ∼ 1 for
turbulence, and for the mean flow, the Rossby number based on mean velocity ∼3 m/s and
urban length scale ∼ 30 km is ∼ 1. The baroclinic effects dominate over the urban area for
scales > Nhs

u/ f , that is over a swath of 40 km or so (for N ≈ 0.02 s−1 and hs
u ∼ 200 m).

These estimates point to the role of stratified Ekman dynamics above the CFL. Assuming
that building morphology is unimportant beyond the RSL, some of the previous work on
canonical boundary layers may be applied to the UBL [67].

The simplest is the barotropic case, where the neutral boundary layer depth is hn
u = c1u∗/ f

[68], and with c1 ∼ (0.1 − 0.5) , hn
u = (200−1,000)m. When the background flow is

stratified, formulations based on integral equations and eddy diffusivity concepts have yielded
different expressions for the boundary layer height [69], which are summarized in Table 4,
together with estimates based on the current data.

Given the upper limit of our measurement range and the temporal variability of profiles,
it was not possible to discern hs

u using our data. Time averaged profiles with greater height
resolution should be able to address this aspect, which is left for future studies.

In some studies, the nocturnal stable boundary layer height hs
u has been parameterized

using σw/N ∼ u∗/N [76,77], which actually represents the region where three-dimensional
turbulence and mixing takes place near the ground. The influence of the ground surface, how-
ever, propagates much beyond this length scale because of momentum transfer via internal
waves and localized turbulence. Therefore, fitting of stable boundary-layer height measure-
ments to hs

u = bu∗/N may yield highly variable and larger values than expected, and indeed
[76,77] reported b = (4 − 20).

4 Conclusions

A field study was conducted in the Hermoso Park neighborhood of Phoenix, Arizona, during
Nov 29–Dec 19, 2009, to characterize flow and turbulence in support of air quality investiga-
tions mandated by the State Legislature. The study area was made up of industrial/suburban
land use and was located in the complex terrain of the Phoenix valley. Two experimental sites
(SWA and HD) separated by ≈ 1.5 km were used based on practical needs, and the focus was
on days of low synoptic winds conducive for slope and valley winds, and hence, severe air
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pollution problems. The up-valley flow was westerly, which switches to down-valley, easterly
flow during the night, and thus, approach flow to the sites had different upstream conditions
during the day and night. For each site, building morphological parameters z0, d, λp, λ f ,
and H were determined using the DEM technique, for easterly and westerly flows. These
parameters differ substantially for the different sites, and at a given site for different flow
directions.

The flux measurements showed that z ≈ 2H may be a reasonable condition for the lower
boundary of the CFL, and the applicability of MOST was investigated for z > 2H . For
neutral stratification, a log-law profile could be detected until the top of the balloon traverse.
SODAR data, which extended further, showed that the deviation from the log-law profile
occurred at z ≈ 18H , which can be considered as the top of the CFL.

For the stable UBL, MOST profiles were valid up to ∼ (0.5 − 0.6)� (or for our case z ∼
6H ), beyond which significant deviations were found. The height of deviations approximately
corresponded to the height where turbulent eddies are damped by stratification (∼ 3Lb), and
hence u∗ of the CFL may no longer be representative of local shear stresses. A range of
2H < z < 3Lb (≈ [0.2 − 0.5]�) is considered to be the CFL for the stable UBL (which
means that the CFL may disappear under some conditions). The unstable UBL, as expected,
extended to much larger heights, covering the entire measurement height of the balloon,
and canonical MOST profiles were in reasonable agreement with observations for z > 2H .
SODAR data indicated that this agreement may extend as high as z/H ≈ 8 or z′/ |�| ≈ 2.

Within the UCL, the velocity profiles were investigated vis-à-vis the theoretical exponen-
tial velocity profile suggested in previous work. The agreement was good for unstable and
neutral cases, with model constants in broad agreement with those reported in the literature.
The agreement for the stably stratified UBL was poor, perhaps because the mixing length
model used is questionable in the presence of stable stratification.

Notwithstanding the success of MOST for mean profiles, characterization of turbulence
in the CFL appeared to require multiple variables, and hence, any correlation involving z′/�
alone results in site dependence. Based on similarity arguments, additional variables z0/�

and hu/� are expected to play a role. This may explain widely different MOST functions
obtained in previous work for turbulent parameters. The present research did not agree with
most previous proposals, except for the neutrally stratified case. For the convective case,
alternative (hybrid) parameterizations based on a combination of u∗ and w∗ worked well;
simple linear relationships were obtained between turbulent velocities and composite velocity
scales. For the nocturnal boundary layer, u∗ alone was not the proper scaling variable for rms
velocity (data did not collapse).

Calculation of the integral length scales provided useful insights on turbulence in the UBL.
For the neutral case, Lx

uu and Lx
vv were on the order of Lx

ww in the UCL, consistent with
eddies affected by buildings and constrained within their separation. The horizontal scales
are larger within the RSL, but as the effects of buildings wane with the distance from the
ground, they grew rapidly to Lx

uu ∼ 7.7H and Lx
vv ∼ 5.5H within the CFL. The vertical

length scale grew proportionally to z, Lx
ww ≈ 0.83 z, indicating the role of isotropic eddies

above the ground in determining vertical motions, while horizontal motions are determined
by larger eddies penetrating down from above and distorted by the building canopy. When
convection is present, Lx

ww was similar to the neutral case, but horizontal length scales in the
CFL were larger, perhaps because of a deeper convective boundary layer with larger eddies
penetrating downward, facilitated by the sparseness of the building canopy. The convective
boundary layer depth hc

u measured from a ceilometer at a background location indicated
Lx

uu ≈ (0.03 − 0.06) hc
u .
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A condition for stable stratification in the lower UBL was proposed, H |q0| /σ 3
w > cs ,

where cs ≈ 2 was identified. Previous work shows that when turbulence is arrested by
buoyancy, certain relationships ought to prevail between specific length scales, in particular,
between the Ozmidov scale and buoyancy scale. For the case studied, these relationships were
achieved in the evening, and presumably maintained until the morning transition, pointing
to quasi-stationary, buoyancy-dominated turbulence in the UBL. This may not be viable for
densely built urban canopies that are dominated by the urban heat island phenomenon and/or
when the criterion for the development of stratification is not satisfied.
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